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Questions we may be asked:1) Q:  Maybe the shareholders are buying the block because they have some information on the block, but it’s not actually the blockholders that add value?Yes, this is partially true, as is evident that the market responds more strongly to filings of 13-D, meaning those that declared that they were active. Excluding the individuals, there isn’t a response when 13-G file a buy or sell filing. This suggests that are what drives the market response is the extent that the market believes the blockhlder will be active. This argument is consistent with Zur and brav who document that the market responds more positively the more active the blockholder plans to be according to its 13-D filing.   We are also considering examining whether block purchase is followed, or leads to unusual news. This would help us further address the question. We will construct a portfolio of 13-Ds versus 13-Gs to estimate this. 2) If a block enters, or a marriage is created – how do we know that it was created as a result of the blocks wanting to be together, and not because they are both attracted to the same kind of company?This is of course a concern we share too. Fortunately, typically the 2 blocks do not enter simoultaneously. Hence the response of the second block entereing is the marginal contribution of this block. *endogeneity of entry and exit – *Why do they enter a bad marriage?*How long do bar marriages last?Xing – is it the information they learn?Create a calendar portfolio?***Things to do:Exits with larger blocksRegression xinyu did with all combinations



Summary
• This paper examines the legal contracts of  impact funds – funds that aim to 

generate specific beneficial social or environmental effects in addition to 
financial gains. 

• The paper investigates both the contracts between the General Partners (GP) 
and the Limited Partners (LM) and also between the GP and the Portfolio 
Company (PC), and compares the contracts of  market-rate-seeking impact 
funds (MRS) with none MRS impact funds(NMRS), and impact funds with 
non-impact funds.  

• The paper document that in some ways, non-impact funds and impact funds 
are similar -- for example both funds tend not to tie compensation to 
impact outcomes and tie compensation to financial performance and have a 
waterfall compensation structure.

• However, in some ways impact funds’ contracts differ from those of  non-
impact funds, for example they are less involved in governing the PC: they 
have fewer board seats, and they are substantially less likely to have voting
control.
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Overall Assessment

• This is a nice an important paper on a timely 
topic. The paper and its appendixes include 
extensive information on the contracting 
mechanisms of  impact funds.

• My main comments will be about how to make 
the paper even more accessible and interesting 
for the reader. 
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I. Adding Examples
(Julian Franks)

• Include examples from the contracts demonstrating each item.
• For example, the paper says “While it is perhaps not surprising to see 

that impact funds contract on impact, it is interesting to see how they 
do so, and how MRS and NMRS funds compare. In the Panel B 
breakout of  operational terms, the most common for both MRS and 
NMRS are building impact into the diligence process and 
measuring impact, both examples of  flexible contract terms.”

 Include a brief  example that demonstrates what “building impact into 
the diligence process” and “measuring impact” means.

I acknowledge that Table 4 and the internet appendix does this for a 
subset of  the terms discussed. But I think having this for most terms 
discussed in the body of  the paper would be very helpful especially since I 
assume the target audience of  the paper is finance academics who are 
mostly not familiar with such terms.
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II. Providing More Interpretation of  
the Results in the Discussion

• Example: “The biggest differences between the types are that 
32% of  MRS funds commit to international ESG standards,13 
but only 15% of  NMRS”. I would expect this result to be in 
the other direction, it would be helpful to have a brief  
discussion on the interpretation of  this result. 
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III. Comparison of  Impact vs. Non-
impact Funds

• Conducting the impact vs. non impact comparison is perhaps one of  the 
most interesting parts of  the paper because we already know about how 
hedge funds and private equity funds contract, thus they can serve as a 
benchmark for what is customary. 

• The limitation of  the comparison analysis is that it compares findings of  
other papers that use data from one-two decades ago for non impact funds 
to current data on impact fund, which may not be comparing apples to 
apples. In addition, the data of  the other papers may be coded somewhat 
differently, and thus may not be comparable. 

• Perhaps it would be possible to obtain data for a small set of  non-impact 
funds to allow a clearer comparison?

• If  the latter is not possible, I would recommend arguing that if  a linear 
relation is found from impact-NMRS-MRS funds for a given measure, that 
likely indicates that there exists a relation between the type of  fund and the 
contract mechanism.
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III. Comparison of  Impact vs. Non-
impact Funds
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III. Hypothetical Example
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IV. Financial Performance 

• From the publication “Great Expectations: Mission 
Preservation and Financial Performance in Impact 
Investing” I understand that the authors have data on 
financial performance. 

• It would be nice if  correlations between the major 
contracting mechanisms/scores and financial 
performance could be reported. This could provide 
an indication of  the potential financial cost or 
benefit of  each component for different types of  
funds.
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V. Construction of  the Impact 
Measure

• Measure construction: it would be helpful to explain:

– How were the items chosen?

– How were the weights chosen (e.g., below weights range -0.25-1)?
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VI. Do Impact Funds Actually Push 
Social Issues?

Are the actions of  impact funds aligned with what 
they state?

• Are impact funds more likely to vote in support 
of  environmental issues at shareholder meetings.

• Is there any evidence that in “regular” 
companies (e.g., high tech) impact funds push 
social issues?
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Minor Comments

1. How are funds classified as MRS or NMRS? The 
bottom of  p. 5 specifies 5 options, but does not state 
which of  the 5 options were used for MRS vs. NMRS.

2. It would be helpful if  the descriptions of  the tables 
would be more detailed. 

3. I would recommend including the summaries on the 
regions and industries in which impact funds invest in 
the paper rather than the appendix. I think this 
table/figure is important because it demonstrates how 
these funds implement impact investing in practice.
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Thank You for Your Attention
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